(Melbourne, Australia)
Joseph Zbukvic is a leading master of his time in watercolor painting and techniques. His impressive achievements and enormous success are due to his ability to transform any subject into visual poetic language. Covering an infinite variety of subjects, his sensitive, lyrical and atmospheric paintings have captured people and galleries from all around the world.

The brush Joseph Zbukvic uses to create his watercolor masterpieces is the synthetic PERLA series, specifically #8, 10 and 12, being #10 a “travel brush” version to work anytime or anywhere. Actually, it was himself who took the initiative to make a special “travel brush” version for his own use.
The second set contains two round series AQUARIO “Mop” brushes, size 14 and 18, and are made with squirrel hair. The brushes were developed and created following strict instructions by Zbukvic himself and are intended for use on larger pieces of work. It is a Limited Edition set due to the scarcity of squirrel hair.

Series #8605-1
Set 1 for WATERCOLOR consisting of:
WHITE TORAY SYNTHETIC HAIR

1430  PERLA  |  Round pointed  |  #8, 12
1438  PERLA  |  Travel brush, Round pointed  |  #10

Series #8605-2
Set 2  |  LIMITED EDITION  |  for WATERCOLOR consisting of:
SQUIRREL HAIR

1130  AQUARIO  |  Mop  |  #14, 18